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How Does The Offshore Operating 
Agreement Deal with This?

Sections 2.14 and 25.1. Includes Hurricane within the definition of Force Majeure; excuses 

performance during period of Force Majeure. Note: This doesn't get us to business 

interruption. Just tells us that hurricanes are Force Majeure events.



Section 18.1 is more significant, though somewhat 

understated. The operator is obligated to maintain 

insurance. This includes insurance for loss of 

production - or business interruption.     

How Does The Offshore Operating 
Agreement Deal with This?



Note that the Operator's obligation is to maintain 

insurance. Section 19.7 suggests that there is a 

considerable downside for failing to maintain loss 

of production insurance coverage.

How Does The Offshore Operating 
Agreement Deal with This?



Loss of Production Insurance: 
Definitions, Schedules, and Waiting 
Periods

Coverage Clause. Provides coverage for "Loss of 

Production during the Recovery Period at the 

Insured's Premises…“ [Section 1(A) of Loss of 

Production Rider.]



Coverage is tied to an "Occurrence,“ which is defined as follows:

Occurrence shall be defined as an event which can be isolated in time, in place or in the manner of 
its happening as being the cause of or, where there is no evident cause, as consisting of an instance 
or instances of physical loss or physical damage:

as respects windstorm, all tornadoes, cyclones, hurricane, similar storms and 
systems of winds of a violent and destructive nature,

arising out of the same atmospheric disturbance within any period of seventy-
two consecutive hours…shall be deemed to be one event…

[Section 2 (K) of Rider.]

Note the requirement for physical loss or physical damage. Where a company shuts in a platform in 
anticipation of a hurricane that doesn't come, there is no coverage for production losses during 
the shut in period.  

Loss of Production Insurance: 
Definitions, Schedules, and Waiting 
Periods



Recovery Period. This is the period for which the insured may recover for loss of production. Defined as 

follows:

The period in respect of which Underwriters shall indemnify the Insured for Loss of  
Production…shall, in respect of each Occurrence, not commence until the Insured has suffered 
Loss of Production…for the number of days stated in the Schedule as the Waiting Period…the

Recovery Period shall then continue for as long as such Loss of Production persists but not 
exceeding

(i) such time as, with the exercise of due diligence and dispatch, Normal Operations could be 
restored…nor

(ii) the unbroken length of time stated in the Schedule as the Maximum Recovery Period.

[Section 1 (B) of Rider.]

Note that the recovery period does not start until the Waiting Period has lapsed. Even then, the total period of 
recovery is stipulated in the Schedule as the Maximum Recovery Period.  

Loss of Production Insurance: 
Definitions, Schedules, and Waiting 
Periods



Schedule. Here's the Schedule, which clarifies things a bit. The Schedule identifies the facilities 

that are covered, stipulates production volumes and prices, and sets the Waiting Period and the 

Maximum Recovery Period. 

Loss of Production Insurance: Definitions, 
Schedules, and Waiting Periods



There are a couple of important points here:

a. The Schedule is updated annually, at a minimum. However, the volume/price 
numbers are often updated on a quarterly basis – to avoid a shortfall in 
coverage.

b.  At this time, the convention for the Waiting Period is 90 days - a long time. As for 
the Maximum Recovery Period, there are 180 and 365 day options - usually, 
the same Maximum Recovery Period applies for each platform that the 

Schedule covers. 

Loss of Production Insurance: 
Definitions, Schedules, and Waiting 
Periods



What Happens when There Is 
No Insurance?



Finally, Judicial Treatment of Deferred 
Production (Some General Concepts)

1. The cases that deal with deferred production claims usually involve a marine casualty 
of some kind – say, where a vessel collides with a platform, causing the producing 
wells to be shut in. Note that this differs significantly from a situation with a hurricane, 
where wells are shut in due to a natural event.



Finally, Judicial Treatment of Deferred 
Production (Some General Concepts)

2. For years, the controlling case was Continental Oil Company v. SS Electra, 431 

F.2d 391 (5th Cir. 1970). Here, two several platform wells were shut in due to an 
allision; the parties stipulated that the wells would be off line for 130 days; and 
stipulated further that the net value of production during the 130 day shut in period 
would have been $60,000. There was no contention that the producers lost any oil as a 
result of the shut in. The parties all expected that the producers would recover the 
same amount of oil, only 130 days later. The question, then, was the measure of 
damages for the shut in period.



i.  At trial, the producers claimed that they were entitled to $60,000 in damages - meaning the full value of net production 

during the shut in period. The ship owners claimed that this would, in effect, allow double recovery - once for the value of the oil 
during the shut in period and again, for the same oil when the wells went back on line. The district court agreed with the 
shipowners and awarded the producers interest on production value, the $60,000, for the time that the well was shut in.

ii. The Fifth Circuit absolutely disagreed, finding that net production value - again, $60,000 - was an appropriate measure of  damages, 
at least in this situation:

Profit on oil production is simply one means of measuring the damage suffered. The plaintiffs have lost the use of their

capital investment in lease, platform, and producing wells for 130 days during which that investment was tied up without return. 
The fact that the same amount of profit can be made up at a later time with the same investment of capital by removing from the 
ground a like quantity of oil at the same site does not alter the fact that the plaintiffs are out of pocket a return on 130 days use of 
their investment…The plaintiffs must stay on the site 130 days longer, with investment in place, than necessary but for the ship's 
negligence. 431 F.2d at 392.

iii. In a footnote, the Court clarified that the standard of lost profit was not an exclusive standard. But in this case, the

shipowner did not propose an appropriate alternative to the lost profit measure that the producers proposed:

We need not consider whether lost profit or a fair return on investment is a better measure…The only evidence before us is of lost 
profit. The shipowner has not asserted that the profit is excessive but has stood on the erroneous theory that profits are not 
recoverable at all, only interest on profits. 431 F.2d at 393, n.3.

iv. The lesson from Electra - from the standpoint of tortfeasors - was that the damage standard was going to involve some    theory 
dealing with loss of investment. While the Court was open to an alternative to lost profits, the burden was on the tortfeasor to
propose an acceptable alternative. 

Finally, Judicial Treatment of Deferred 
Production (Some General Concepts)



Finally, Judicial Treatment of Deferred 
Production (Some General Concepts)

3. More than fifteen years later, in Nerco v. Otto Candies, Inc., 74 F.3d 667 (5th Cir. 1996), 
the Fifth Circuit showed that it would consider a standard other than lost profits, as 
long as the proposed alternative seemed sensible. Nerco involved another allision, 
where three wells were shut in for more than a month. 



i. The producers, relying on Electra, argued that lost profits was the appropriate measure of damages. 

ii. The shipowners offered a different standard - one that measures the discounted present value of the deferred production, taking into 

account the additional time required to produce the same reserves, the loss of cash flow during the shut in period, and the montly delay 

in receiving revenue over the life of the wells. At bottom, the shipowners compared monthly net revenue assuming no 

shutdown to monthly net revenue after the shutdown - with the difference being discounted to present value.

iii. This time, the Fifth Circuit agreed with the shipowners, finding that the discounted present value approach was better than the lost 

profits approach. The Court also noted that the producers had offered no alternative to the measure of lost profits: "(I)t is important at 

this juncture to note that the platform owners offered no other method of calculation for the fair return on investment." 74 F.3d. at 670.

iv. Perhaps just as importantly, the Fifth Circuit clatified that Electra was just one approach for resolving the question of damages for 

deferred production:

Contrary to the platform owner's position, our holding in Electra did not determine that "lost profits" was the required 

measure.  We only determined that it was one measure of damages and that it was a better measure than interest on lost profits. 74 F.3d. 

at 669.

v.  The lesson here: the standard of damages for a fair return on investment is fluid - but it requires considerable forethought because it will 

always be measured against the alternative measure that the other party proposes.

Finally, Judicial Treatment of Deferred 
Production (Some General Concepts)



4. Again, none of this deals with the formulas that apply under a Loss of Production 
policy. But it does give a sense of how business interruption is addressed in other 
contexts.
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